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www.elsevier.com/locate/yhmatNotes on contributorsKirsti Andersen has taught the history of mathematics from September 1967 to February 2010 at the
Department of Science Studies, Aarhus University. Her main area of research has been pure
mathematics in the seventeenth century, not at least the development that led to the calculus, but
she has also worked extensively on the history of the mathematical theory of perspective. In
January 2008 her book The Geometry of an Art was included in the journal Choice’s list of
Outstanding Academic Titles published in 2007.
Paula Findlen is Ubaldo Pierotti Professsor of Italian History and Chair of the History Department
at Stanford University. Her publications include Possessing Nature: Museums, Collecting, and
Scientiﬁc Culture in Early Modern Italy (Berkeley, 1994) and many other books and articles on
science and culture in early modern Italy, including most recently Italy’s Eighteenth Century:
Gender and Culture in the Age of the Grand Tour, coedited with Wendy Wassyng Roworth and
Catherine Sama (Stanford, 2009). This article is part of a longstanding research project on
women and science in eighteenth-century Italy, In the Shadow of Newton: The Extraordinary
Career of Laura Bassi.
Joseph F. Grcar is a mathematician and computational scientist with interests in the history and
sociology of mathematics. His areas of expertise include algebra, numerical analysis, parallel
computing, and reacting ﬂuid ﬂows. His recent publications include: ‘‘A Matrix Lower Bound,’’
Linear Algebra and Its Applications 433:1 (2010), 203–220; ‘‘Mathematics Turned Inside Out: the
Intensive Faculty Versus the Extensive Faculty,’’ Higher Education: The International Journal of
Higher Education and Educational Planning, to appear (online 2010). He has a doctorate in
mathematics from the University of Illinois at Urbana.
Luigi Ingaliso is a researcher at the University of Catania, Italy. His ﬁeld of research is the history of
science, with a focus on the history of philosophy and science in the modern age. He also studies the
scientiﬁc tradition of the Jesuits and the development of scientiﬁc knowledge during the 17th
century, with particular reference to issues in medicine, astronomy, and dynamics. Recent
publications include Crisi del probabilismo e antropologia del potere nella prima eta` moderna
(2009); Note su Galileo Barocco (2009).
Uﬀe Thomas Jankvist holds a master’s degree in mathematics and computer science from Roskilde
University, Denmark, and a Ph.D. in the didactics of mathematics, also from Roskilde. The topic of
his Ph.D. was the use of history of mathematics in mathematics education, which he considered both
theoretically and empirically, the latter by designing and implementing two historical teaching
modules for Danish high schools. He recently received a government grant funding a project at
the University of Southern Denmark, where he will research interdisciplinary teaching activities
in high schools between pure mathematics, applied mathematics, the history of mathematics, and
the philosophy of mathematics.
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